Baptists Spurn Black Fund Demands

NEW ORLEANS, La.—The Southern Baptist Convention has rejected a national "black/minority" fund, which was supported by a group of Southern Baptists. The convention, representing 15 million members, has rejected the idea of a national fund, according to the convention president.

The convention delegates rejected the idea of a national fund, which was supported by a group of Southern Baptists. The convention, representing 15 million members, has rejected the idea of a national fund, according to the convention president.

County Calls For Cutback In Time Off

A radical notion in transportation was put forward by the10th County Board member, who said that the board could save $10 million by reducing the budget for transportation from $30 million to $20 million.

If implemented, the idea would result in a reduction of 30% in the budget for transportation. The board member said that the reduction could be achieved by eliminating the transportation department, which currently employs 200 people.

Tax Base in County Up Sharply

By A. NEISON TAYLOR, Managerتحرير

The county's tax base increased sharply last year, according to the manager of the county's tax base. The manager said that the increase was due to a number of factors, including a rise in the property values and a decrease in the number of properties sold.

The manager also noted that the county's tax base is expected to continue to grow in the future, due to a number of factors, including the growth of the local economy and the increase in the number of properties sold.

2 Of Family From Perkins Die In Bash Crash

Two members of a Perkin family were killed when their car collided with a truck on a rural road near the city of Perkins. The woman and her husband were killed in the accident.

The accident occurred on a rural road near the city of Perkins. The woman and her husband were killed in the accident.

Vacationers, Some Injured Ten Times

A family of ten vacationers were injured when their car collided with a tree on a rural road near the city of Perkins. The family were on vacation from New York.

The accident occurred on a rural road near the city of Perkins. The family were on vacation from New York.

City To Urge Bond Rate Hike

A city council voted to increase the bond rate by 5%, which will result in a $10 million increase in the city's bond debt. The increase will be used to fund various city projects, including the construction of a new police station.
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Short Sleeve Knit Shirts Dacron® Cotton Walking Shorts

Your choice... $2.99 Your Choice... $3.99

GIBSON. "Air Sweep" Air Conditioning Room 18,000 BTU

Terms Dropped For Embassadors Shopper's Card

Valuable Coupon with this Coupon Free Magazine General Home Literature Worth $1.50

OG&E Electric Service
**Fabulous Special Purchase**

**SIMMONS Bedding, Studio Couches, Hollywood Sets**

**Saturday Only - Save $30 - $50**

FANTASTIC BUT TRUE! REGARDLESS OF FORMER PRICE, YOUR CHOICE

**Sale... $69.00**

Reg $199.00 to $399.00

**Special Summer Purchase from a famous maker saves you 33 1/3% to 50%**

**JUNIOR SPORT DRESSES & PLAY SUITS**

Regularly 11.99...13.99...15.99

**Sale $7.99**

Never been on the plus, minus. Full MOMI! Don't let the name fool you! Come in and see the show. We give you a complete Junior Sport Dresse...
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$169
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WATCH FOR OUR GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION

SAVE 30.95
CUSTOM GENERAL ELECTRIC BUILT-IN DISHWASHER

We are celebrating our 50th year with a GRAND OPENING

TRIANGLE/ARE Inc.

7201 E. Broadway
Dickinson City

FINANCE UP TO 36 MONTHS
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Shrine Parade Saturday 11 AM

Start at Civic Center, East on Broadway, West on Main
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See Gala Costumed Shrine’s Balloons For Children On Parade Route. Don’t Miss It
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Mrs. Rosamay A. Wood, 30 of 802 12th St., and
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Career Opportunity
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& Good Starting Pay

Experience Helpful
Call OR 7-0521
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Nothing Expresses the Warmth and Comfort of Homes Like Early American Furniture!

AND EVANS IS OFFERING THIS ENCHANTING STYLE AT SPECIAL LOW PRICES!

After a long day at the office, or a hectic evening with the youngsters, the warmth and generous comfort of Early American furniture makes home seem like the most wonderful place in the world! Unlike so many other furniture styles that depend upon ornate decorations for their appeal, Early American furniture capitalizes on the strength of its simplicity. It is designed with the concept that what is lovely can be functional and comfortable as well. Early American is like a breath of fresh, sweet pine-scented air, serene, simple lines, sturdy construction, long-lasting durability, versatility, solid comfort, generous proportions, fashion, and rugged charm and goodness all combine to give Early American a place of honor among furniture styles. To give your home that welcome look, with Early American! Come into Evans.

CARLOAD PURCHASE OF BLOWING ROCK DINING FURNITURE!

Glowing SOLID Maple

10-Gun GUN CABINET
Your Choice of Maple or Pine

$149

To carry your theme of casual Colonial furniture throughout your home, here's a gun cabinet that bas you and him in mind. First, it's completely finished with a beautiful maple or your choice, gun cabinet fitted with solid wood drawers, plus and solid construction. Second, it's designed for the man that has guns because it shows 10 to their best advantage. All doors and drawers back to keep little hands out! No price quotations are displayed and part of the decor of your home, yet completely safe from the children.

YOUR CHOICE:
45" OVAL TABLE & FOUR HOST CHAIRS OR 45" HUTCH & BUFFET

$199

The big oval table expands with a leaf to 45" x 74", so you can really have the people in for dinner. The Hutch and buffet is 45" long with 4 drawers and 2 doors.

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS • 800 SOUTH WESTERN • CE 2-2461 • OPEN WEEKDAYS 9 TO 9, SUNDAYS 1 TO 7 • CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS • FREE PARKING